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ment of an offending British officer was to ignore the
unfortunate individual in the future. It was only in
his attitude towards women that he behaved like the
martinet of fiction. He would have none of their sex
clinging to the skirts of his army. Not only did he
forbid his carefully selected British officers to marry,
but they might not become engaged,1 To that rule
he would make no exception.2 It is doubtful, perhaps,
if a British officer can become the conventional
disciplinarian unless his mind is wedded to pipeclay
and polish. The pomp and circumstance, indeed, of
military life had no attractions for Kitchener. He
was an indifferent tactician, and possessed no capacity
for handling large bodies of troops. None the less,
he was a dour and merciless fighter in the field ; though
his preference there lay in conquering physical, rather
than human, obstructions.
But Lord Kitchener had one transcendental quality
of mind which lifted him above ordinary men. His
incomparable imagination moved in a plane of its own,
enabling him to envisage clearly a situation before
others had detected its approach. With equal pre-
science he would plan in advance the methods
whereby he proposed to vanquish the difficulties lying
across the path he intended to follow. In these
1	Every British officer on joining had to sign a declaration to that
effect.
2	Occasionally the Sirdar found the existence of this rule incon-
venient to himself, and would call upon his native wit to escape from
the embarrassment.   Thus, when a favourite senior officer became
engaged to be married, and honourably reported the fact. Kitchener
coolly tore up the communication.   The victim wrote again, asking
either to be allowed to marry or resign his appointment in the Egyptian
Army.   But the Sirdar at that moment had no intention of accepting
either alternative.   He wanted to keep both the officer and the rule.
* But, Sir, you yourself,* said the complainant, when he had an oppor-
tunity of stating his case, * were once engaged.'   ' True,* replied the
Chief, * but I got out of it.   You follow my example, and let us discuss
more important work.'
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